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Misty’s View on Dressing your Summer Greens
Visitors can examine a medical 

tent, for example. Rod Holloway 
of Picton, Ont., was dressed as a 
Confederate medical officer and 
was ready to explain the historical 
first aid and medical equipment, 
including an ominous-looking saw. 
Amputations without anaesthesia 
were frequently performed to save 
lives that would otherwise have 
been lost to gangrene in wounded 
limbs. Sanitation and antiseptic 
conditions were not yet practised 
at the time of the Civil War.

Holloway was portraying a 
member of the 2nd Louisiana 
Medical Brigade. He’s been in-
volved with ACWHRS for four 
years and is particularly interested 
in the medical side of the war.

Then there’s the battle, easily 
the dramatic highlight of the day. 
Wise spectators find some shade. 
The fighting re-enactors are in the 
heat of the full glare. There’s no 
clear sign of the beginning of a 
skirmish, just the sight of military 
groups moving in the distance. 
Confederate and Union flags are 
seen in separate locations, held 
high above lush raspberry hedges. 
A horse and rider is seen in a barn 
yard, then gallops down a gravel 
road in the park. Occasional shots 
are fired; smoke floats in the still air.

Soldiers come closer, climbing 
over cedar rail fences. Flanks of 
uniformed enemies confront each 
other in formation on the gravel 
road. Union soldiers fire, Confed-
erates move back into a large open 
field. The Union follows. Confed-
erates are taking cover behind and 
near a wagon in the field.

There is a cannon. It works, 
exactly as it should, except that no 
cannon balls are fired. Real gun-
powder is used, and it makes real 
explosions that are really danger-
ous. The booms cause a thump in 
the chests of the observers; some 
pull back away from the noise. 
Union soldiers advance on the 
Confederates.

The Union’s cavalry gallops 
back and forth beside the battle-
field. You worry about the horses, 
because the shots are so loud, but 

you’re told the horses are used to it. 
They don’t seem to be concerned, 
except one horse who prances ner-
vously when his rider slumps over 
realistically, having been “shot.”

The worst thing about the 
battle is how it illustrates soldiers’ 
willingness to line up and face 
their enemies’ bullets. With each 
disciplined round of firing, some 
bodies drop. You begin to wonder 
how this is fun.

Union soldiers rush the wagon. 
Confederate bodies drape over the 
wagon and drop onto the field. At 
the edge of the field, the battlefield 
surgeon stands holding a red flag. 
With the Confederate flag cap-
tured by the Union soldiers who 
are moving off the field in forma-
tion again, the battle appears to 
be over. The surgeon, wearing a 
blood-spattered white apron, ap-
proaches the wounded.

A wounded soldier is carried 
back to the operating station 
where female nurses in civilian 
clothes assist in holding down 
the patient. The surgeon declares 
a need to amputate the wounded 
leg. With realistic cries from the 
soldier and the sounds of sawing, 
the limb is worked over. With a 
dramatic flourish, a bloody “leg” 
is held high to the delight of boys 
looking on, then swiftly bundled 
away in a cloth.

The next wounded soldier is 
asked to remove his jacket. There 
is a loud refusal and resistance and 
a struggle. The soldier is discov-
ered to have the figure of a wom-
an, which shocks and enrages the 
medical staff more than the am-
putation. The woman is led away 
struggling and yelling that she 
needs to rejoin her fellow soldiers.

Just as there was no announce-
ment that the battle was begin-
ning, there is no clear end. Fight-
ing just stops, people drift away 
from the field and resume their 
camp life, taking advantage of the 
quiet to rest before fighting re-
sumes. Just like in real war. n

For information about this summer’s 
re-enactments, see acwhrs.com.

Canadians in the Civil War

How to Create an Emulsion

What’s an emulsion anyway? If 
you’re a cook, it simply means 
a union between oil 
and vinegar that creates 
a new, glossy texture which 
seems less oily, somehow, and 
carries more flavour in its sus-
pension. 

Acids, which are vinegars 
or citrus juices, create a 
temporary emul-

sion when carefully combined with oil. Using a ratio rather than a measuring method will free you from 
following specific recipes and will allow you to do the experimenting I encourage you to do.

A common rule of thumb is a three-to-one ratio of oil to acid, but once you get the hang of it you can slide 
this ratio up and down the flavour scale according to your taste. Do you like a tangy dressing or a more subtle 
one? Then up the acid and down the oil.  If the oil you are using is really rich, like a dark green virgin olive oil, 
then perhaps you might either challenge the flavour with your acid or let the oil become the prominent note 
in your dressing.  

Another important factor to the stability of an emulsion is the speed at which oil is introduced into your 
acids. If you flood your vinegar with too much oil then the marriage will never happen. And never, ever, ever, 
start the two together and try to blend them, since they will spin around and then fall back apart within minutes!

Don’t forget to add some important flavouring accents into your acid foundation. 
Garlic, ginger, green onions, should be added at the beginning, along with supporting ingredients like mustard, 
or egg yolks that will stabilize your dressing and make it seem creamy.

And it’s a myth that creamy dressings have cream in them. They just look like it!  A few classic American 
dressings like ranch, blue cheese and green goddess use dairy such as sour cream or buttermilk instead of oil.

A rich assortment of ingredients for dressings in a 
caddy made by Misty’s son Barret Sharpe.

W
e begin this glorious season armed 
with recipes that were reluctantly 
shelved for nine months, and 
think that the novelty of their 

reappearance alone will take us well into the 
summer season. Yet as we prepare for our fifth 
barbecue we soon realize that what we thought 
was new is now suddenly old...and we have 
many months to go before the snow! 

Interesting salads are the key to keeping fa-
miliar grilled meats, fish and vegetables entic-
ing until the first autumn leaves appear. It is 
vital to create and serve inspired side dishes that 
will make the same barbecue items seem new.

Purchase and experiment with a vast 

ample, can make the ultimate complement 
for simple grilled chicken or lamb chops. 

u Yesterday’s rice pilaf or roasted root 
vegetables can be reincarnated into to-
night’s feature salad simply by heating them 
up slightly, adding some fresh, crunchy veg-
gies and herbs, then dressing them with a 
touch of compatible salad dressing. 

u Last night’s corn on the cob too is the 
perfect garnish for a simple mixed green 
salad topped with diced tomatoes and Tex 
Mex dressing. Corn can be reborn!
Green veggies like asparagus, green beans 

and broccoli turn an unattractive military 
green when in contact with an acid, so dressing 
them with an acid-based dressing will shortly 
turn them from a brilliant green to a mess-hall 
mess. Cooking these same vegetables with a 
lid on creates the same effect, since the natural 
acid in them has nowhere to go but back into 
the veggies.  Lesson: dress green veggies 
at the last minute if you want them to 
stay green!

Invest in your barbecue items, but bolster 
them for the long season by creating the side-
kicks that will keep your outdoor meals in-
triguing.

range of lettuces during this alfresco sea-
son. Some lettuces bring such intense character 
to your dinner that they alone can make the 
difference. The exotic and peppery flavour of 
baby arugula, for example, when paired with 
aged Balsamic vinaigrette is the perfect mar-
riage of flavour integrity. 

Learn how to create a simple temporary 
emulsion that marries excellent vinegars with 
excellent oils. If you’d like help, see my instruc-
tions on this page.

With this technique mastered, experi-
ment with different oils, such as hazel-
nut, walnut, and top-of-the-line olive oils. Also 
give a variety of vinegars a try: Xeres 
sherry vinegar, aged cider vinegar, raspberry, 
white Balsamic, and citrus juices provide the 
necessary acids to make your oil choices a new 
invention when blended together.

Don’t forget that salads can be composed of 
things other than lettuces. Apart from the clas-
sic potato salad, there are many starch-based 
salads that can compete with the meat. Here 
are some ideas:
u A toasted barley salad with finely 

diced cooked carrots, onions and fresh 
herbs dressed in a light emulsion, for ex-


